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No Extradition Again 

‘ In :California the pressure is being put on Republican 
Governor Ronald Reagan to refuse extradition for minis- 
ter E. E. Bradley who is charged with conspiracy by Jim ! 
Garrison. It appears Reagan will join with Governors’ 
Rhodes of Ohio and Connally of Texas in refusing extra-: 
dition for accused persons who are under indictment in 
connection with the assassination conspiracy. 

Loran Eugene Hall and Mrs. Sandra Moffett McMaines 
skipped across the river from Nebraska into Iowa to avoid 
being sent back to Lousiana as material witnesses. There 
are only four states in the United States which are not a 
part of the Uniform Witness Code, and Fowa is one of the 
four. So Hall and Mrs. McMaines hastily moved across the 
river into the cover state of Iowa. : 

The name, Omaha, Nebraska, is cropping up more and 
more in the continuing assassination story. “Delilah” Walle 
was murdered in Omaha. Thomas Edward Beckham, Hall 
and Mrs. McMaines all lived in Omaha until they had to 
flee to avoid the probe. An ex-policeman went trom Omaha 
to California to give a lie-detector test to E. E. Bradley. 
Just a coincidence, we suppose, but one we felt was worth 
pointing out to our readers. 

A Worthy Newspaper 

The editor of NOTES FROM THE UNDERGROUND 
and a friend of his visited THE MIRROR on Thursday. 
We have a high regard for these kids who manage to pub- 
lish twice monthly under very difficult circumstances. They 
have had to change printers fourteen times in twenty-two 
issues, and the paper has been harrassed and banned by 
SMU. One student was expelled for selling the paper on 
campus. Nevertheless this paper is the only honest pane: 
being published in Dallas County. 

The assassination of President Kennedy was prevented - 
in Miami because of an honest police force, at least honest 
enough to notify the Federal authorities that they knew 
of the plot. In view of the many persons who tec> tryiey 

- to warn or brag that the assassination was going to take | 
place in Dallas, we feel a truthful newspaper with cou~are | 
and integrity could have prevented the assassination Irom | 
taking place in Dallas.


